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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider a bi-criteria two machine open shop scheduling problem. The two 
criteria to be minimized are maximum completion time and maximum lateness. We show that 
either there exists a unique optimal solution, or there exists a line segment of nondominated 
solutions. 
1. Introduction 
Over the last several years there have been a number of investigations of multi- 
objective scheduling problems (e.g. [2,3, 5,6,7]), almost all directed at single machine 
job shops. In this paper we consider a two machine open shop scheduling problem in 
which it is desired to simultaneously minimize two criteria, maximum completion 
time and maximum lateness. 
We are given n independent jobs J1, . . . , J, to be processed on two machines Ml and 
M2. Operation 1 (operation 2) of job J; requires Ui (bi) units of processing time on 
machine Ml (M2). Each job can be processed on at most one machine at a time, and 
a machine can process at most one operation at a time. The processing of any 
operation can be interrupted arbitrarily often (i.e. the schedule is preemptive), without 
having to repeat any of the work already done. Moreover, the “segments” of the 
operations of a job may be placed in any time order. This last point is illustrated in 
Fig. 2(b), in which Job J4 is processed first on MZ, then on M,, then twice on M2 and 
finally on M 1. Each schedule defines a completion time Ci for each job Ji. Given a due 
date di for each job Ji, we define its lateness Li = Ci - di. Then the C,,, criterion is the 
minimization of the maximum completion time 
C max = max {Ci} 
ldi<n 
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and the L,,, criterion is the minimization of the maximum lateness 
L max = max {Li} 
lGi$n 
We seek to optimize the C,,, criterion and L,,, criterion simultaneously. Since, 
however, these two criteria cannot simultaneously be otpimized in general, we 
characterize a set of nondominated solutions. A feasible solution is an assignment of 
time intervals on each machine to the n jobs so that: (i) machine M1 (M2) has Ui (bi) 
units of time assigned to job Ji; (ii) no two time intervals on the same machine overlap, 
except possibly at an endpoint; (iii) no two time intervals of the same job overlap, 
except possibly at an endpoint. We call a pair (C,,,, L,,,) a solution if there exists 
a feasible solution yielding these values for the two criteria. (C,,,, L,,,) is said to be 
a nondominated solution if there is no solution (Cm,,, &,J such that Cm,, < C,,, and 
L&,X d ‘%X%X, with at least one of the two inequalities holding strictly. 
Two basic single criterion problems for the two machine open shop scheduling have 
already been investigated. For the C,,, criterion, Gonzalez and Sahni [l] presented 
an explicit formula of Cz,,, while for the L,,, criterion, Lawler et al. [4] presented 
a procedure to determine whether or not there exists a feasible schedule that com- 
pletes all jobs by the given due dates; a recursive formula of L&, is obtained. Since our 
results are based on these results, we review these results briefly in Section 2. Then in 
Section 3, we present our main result. 
2. Single criterion problems 
In this section, we briefly review the two single criterion problems, i.e. the C,,, and 
L,,, problems, for two machine open shops. However, we omit construction proced- 
ures for the optimal schedules, details of which are given in [l, 41. 
2.1. The C,,, minimization problem 
Gonzalez and Sahni [l] show that the optimum value C$,, of maximum comple- 
tion time can be computed as follows: 
Gxi, = max A,, B,, max (aj + bj) 
lSj$n 
(1) 
where 
A,= iajandB,= i:bj. 
j=l j=l 
For this problem, there is no advantage to preemption, and there exists an O(n) 
algorithm to construct an optimal nonpreemtive schedule [l]. 
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2.2. The L,,, minimization problem 
Lawler, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [4] first show a procedure to determine the 
existence of a feasible schedule where L max d 0, that is, all jobs meet their due dates. 
We assume that the jobs are indexed according to their due dates, i.e. 
dr < dz < ... < d,. Let Aj = Ci=,ui and Bj = xi=, bi. Then there exists a feasible 
schedule if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
Aj d dj, 
Bj d dj, 
aj+bj<dj, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where zj is defined recursively by 
zi= -co, ~j=dj-dj_l +max{O,zj_l-aj_l bj-I} (j=2,...,t1). (6) 
By computing Zj by (6) and testing (2)-(5) for j = 1, . . . . n, we can determine the 
existence of a feasible schedule. (Note that this Zj is zi in [4].) 
Further Lawler et al. [4] prove that the optimum value Lz,, of maximum lateness is 
given by 
Lg,, = max {max{Aj, Bj, aj + bj,(Aj + Bj + zj)/2} - dj} 
1 SjSn 
(7) 
3. The bi-criteria problem 
In this section, we describe our main result for the two machine open shop 
scheduling problem with the bi-criteria C,,, and L,,,. 
We first rewrite (5) and (7) so that zj does not appear. It is easy to show that 
zj = max {dj - d, - (Ai- + Bj-1) + (Ak + Bk)} (j = 2, . . ..n). (8) 
l<kCj-1 
where ~1 = - co. By substituting (8) into (5) and (7) we get 
Aj + Bj ,< min ((A,-1 + Bj-1) - (A, + Bk) + (dj + dk)) (j= 2, . . ..n). (9) 
ldk<j-1 
and 
Lz,, = max max {Aj, Bj, aj + bj, Max ((A, + B, + Uj + bj 
1 <j<n lSk<j-1 
+dj-dk)/2}}-dj . 1 (10) 
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Consequently, for the given due dates there exists a feasible schedule if and only if the 
inequalities (2) (3) (4) and (9) hold for j = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Now we shall prove a relation between L,,, and C,,,. In the single criterion case of 
maximum lateness, the optimum value of maximum lateness is proved by replacing 
each due date dj with d; = dj + L and computing the smallest value of L for which the 
feasibility test succeeds. Thus the modified due dates di are viewed as absolute 
deadlines. In the current problem, however, we must consider the C,,, criterion also. 
If the maximum completion time is fixed by any decision maker, the value, C,,,, can 
be viewed as common absolute deadline to all jobs. Then the modified due date df for 
the case is defined as follows: 
df = min(dj + L, C,,,). (11) 
So we consider the following parametric linear programming problem P with a para- 
meter C,,, . 
P: min L 
s.t. Aj < d;, (j= 1,2,...,n) 
Bj<df, (j = 1,2, . . ..n) 
aj + bj < df , (j = 1,2,...,n) 
Aj+Bj< mm {(A,-1+Bj_1)-(Ak+Bk)+dT +d:}, 
l<k<jp1 
(j = 2, . . ..n) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
L a L&v.. (16) 
where df = min(dj + L, Cm,,). 
It is assumed to be C,,, > Cg,,. This, combined with (16), (1) and (lo), implies that 
relations (12)-(14) may be dropped from the fomulation P. For j = 2, . . . . n, let 
Uj = min {(Aj- 1 + Bj- 1) - (Ak + Bk) + dj + dk + 2L}, 
l<k<jpl 
Vj= min {(Aj-1 + Bj-I)-(A,+ Bk)+ dj+ L+ Cm,,}, 
lSk<j-1 
Wj = min {(Aj- 1 + Bj- 1) - (Ak + Bk) + dk + L + C,,,}, 
lGk<jp1 
Xj= mh {(Aj-1 -!- Bj-I)- (Ak + Bk) i- 2C,,,}. 
lSkGj_1 
The inequality (15) is equivalent to 
Aj + Bj d min { Uj, Vj, Wj, Xj} . (15.1) 
Since dj 3 dk, we have Vj > Wj, so we may drop Vj from relation (15.1). Furthermore, 
Xi has a value of 2C,,,, which is assumed when k = j - 1. Since C,,, > C&, is 
assumed to hold, it follows from (1) that (Aj + Bj) Q 2 * C,,, < 2. C,,,, so that we may 
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also drop Xj from relation (15.1). Thus, relation (15.1) is equivalent to the two 
inequalities 
Aj+Bj~ Uj= min {(Aj_l +Bj_1)-(Ak+Bk)+dj+dk+2.L}, (15.2) 
Aj + Bj d Wj = lTlh {(Aj~ 1 + Bj_1) - (Ak + Bk) + dk + L + C,,,}. (15.3) 
1 <k<j- 1 
By rearranging the inequalities (15.2) and (15.3) we obtain the inequalities 
L > max {aj + bj + Ak + Bk - dj - d,}/2, 
l<kQj-1 
(15.4) 
L > IllaX {aj -I- bj + A, + Bk - dk - C,,,] . 
l<kdj-1 
By (11) and the fact that 
(15.5) 
L 3 L&x 3 fTGiX {Ak+Bk+aj+bj-dj-d,}/2, 
I<k<j-1 
we may drop relation (15.4) from the fomulation. Thus, when all of the above 
alternations are carried out, the formulation P reduces to the fomulation P’: 
P’: min L 
S.t. L 2 iTlaX {aj + bj + Ak + Bk - dk - Cm,,}, (j = 2, . . . . ?Z) 
l<k$j-1 
L > -CL,. 
Let L,,,(C,,,) denote the optimal value of P’ for the values of C,,, which are 
> G,,. It is easy to show that 
J&AC,,,) = max {G,,, F - C,,J (17) 
where 
{aj i- bj + A, + Bk - dk} (18) 
Then there exists a unique optimal solution (Cz,,, Lz,,), if L,$,, > F - C,,,, in 
which case L&, = F - C&,,. In this case, both criteria are simultaneously optimized. 
Otherwise, nondominated solutions lie on the line segment connecting the point 
(Cl&&,> -GM,) to (GM,? L&A where G,,,x is the minimum value of maximum lateness 
subject to C,,, = C,&,, and CA,, the minimum value of maximum completion time 
subject to L,,, = L,$,,. For the latter case, if either C,,, or L,,, is given, the optimal 
value of the other can be computed by Eq. (17). Thus the decision maker can select 
a preferred pair among the points on the nondominated line segment. Once such 
a pair has been selected, a corresponding schedule can be constructed by the proced- 
ure described in [4]. Note that the computation of Eq. (17) takes O(n’) time and the 
schedule is constructed in O(n) time. The example below illustrates feasible schedules 
for three nondominated points. 
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Lmax 
11 
8.5 
6 
0 
\ . . . 
I Cmax- 
Fig. 1. A set of nondominated solutions of example. 
7 11 17 18 23 29 
(a) C max = 29 and L max = 6(= optimal ) 
7 12 16 22 2324 
Ml Jl 54 4 52 4 41 
Mz,J4[JZ J, JZJ\ s J4 
4 7 12 1647 2223 
(b) C max = 24(= optimal ) and L max = 11 
7 9.5 13.5 205 lg.5 23 26.5 
Ml JI 54 1 S 4 
M2 Jb( 52 J,IJ&h J4 
1.5 7 12 14.5 19.5 23 
(c) Cmax=26.5 and Lmax=8.5 
Fig. 2. The schedules of example. 
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Example. The following table gives the job data. 
259 
JI Jz J3 54 
a, 7 6 5 6 
bi 5 7 5 6 
di 9 11 12 24 
Then we have CkX = 24, L&, = 6 and F = 35 by the Eqs. (l), (10) and (18). Further 
the set of nondominated solutions is the line segment as illustrated by Fig. 1. By Fig. 2, 
we illustrate the schedules for the two extreme cases such as either L,,, or C,,, is 
optimum as shown by Fig. 2(a) and (b), and the intermediate case as shown by 
Fig. 2(c). 
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